
clay-mineral cement (20 percent), with accessory plagioclase,
potassium-feldspar, zircon, and muscovite. The 2 to 4 milli-
meter soze fraction contains casts of the foraminifer cyclamina
composed of a mixture of angular grains of brown quartz in a
matrix of feldspar and clay.

Two pebbles of granitic rock (IGA and 1GB), two samples of
hand-picked granitic granules from the 4-to-12.7-millimeter
fraction (sample 2G) and from the 2-to-4-millimeter fraction
(sample 3G), as well as basaltic pebble (413) were analyzed for
dating by the rubidium-stronium method. The granitic samples
in figure 2 loosely define a straight line whose slope yields a
date of 1,409 ± 100 million years (X 1.42 X 10 11 per year). The
basalt has a 750±28 million year date and is significantly youn-
ger than the granitic clasts. Nevertheless, both rock types are
Precambrian in age.

The granitic pebbles resemble the felsic volcanic rocks of the
Littlewood Nunataks that were described by Aughenbaugh,
Lounsbury, and Behrendt (1965) and later dated by Eastin and
Faure (1971) at 980±38 million years (recalculated) to X = 1.42 X
10 "per year). In addition, felsic volcanic rocks of Precambrian
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Figure 2. Rubidium-strontium isochron diagram for granitic pebbles
and one basalt from the bottom of the Weddell Sea. ("Ma" means
"million years.")

age, known as the Gorecki Rhyolite, occur in the Pensacola
Mountains. These rocks were described by Schmidt et al. (1965)
and were subsequently dated by Faure et al. (1977) at 792±38
million years (recalculated). The occurrence of granitic clasts of
Precambrian age in the Weddell Sea near the Filchner Ice Shelf
indicates that such rocks probably exist in the ice-covered area
near the Littlewood Nunataks.

Basaltic volcanics of Precambrian age have been reported
from the Patuxent Formation of the Pensacola Mountains by
Schmidt et al. (1965) and are also known from western Queen
Maud Land along the east coast of the Weddell Sea (Neethling
1970). Eastin, Faure, and Neethling (1970) reported a rubidium-
strontium isochron date of 830±28 million years (recalculated)
for the Trollkjellrygg Volcanics from western Queen Maud
Land.

These results suggest that it is possible to study the geology of
ice-covered coastal regions of Antarctica by means of sediment
samples dredged from the sea. We thank William H. Littlewood
for the sample he collected in the Weddell Sea. The date for the
granitic clasts was calculated by T.M. Mensing. Brian Huber
identified the forams.

This work was supported by National Science Foundation
grant DPI' 82-13511.
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Sedimentation and tectonics in the
Bransfield Strait—A preliminary report

J.D. JEFFERS and J.B. ANDERSON

Department of Geology and Geophysics
Rice University

Houston, Texas 77251

The Bransfield Strait, northern Antarctic Peninsula, is an
actively spreading continental margin back-arc basin. Marine

geological and geophysical data collected during austral sum-
mers 1980-1981, 1981-1982, 1984-1986, and 1985-1986 (figure 1)
aboard the U.S. Coast Guard icebreaker Glacier demonstrate

many of the distinctive features of the region which will aid in
relating the predominant sedimentary processes to the tectonic
and climatic setting. Preliminary analysis of the data indicates
that sedimentation differs considerably from the generalized
models developed for lower-latitude back-arc basins.

The addition of bathymetric data collected on the four cruises
shown in figure 1 to the existing database lends support to
previous workers (e.g., Gonzalez-Ferran 1985) who correlate
bathymetric features with structural and tectonic tends.
Bathymetric highs align longitudinally along the basinal axis to
define a prominent but somewhat discontinuous back-arc
spreading center. Fjords and bays on the South Shetland Is-
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Figure 1. Locations of austral summer 1984-1985 (BS-A) and austral summer 1985-1986 (S2-S19) seismic lines in the Bransfieid Strait.

lands and overdeepened troughs on the Trinity Peninsula shelf
are aligned with offsets in the central trough and with sites of
inferred and observed off-axis volcanic activity, including Pen-
guin Island (figure 1); all of these features presumably are man-
ifestations of transforms which segment the axis of spreading.

More than 800 kilometers of high-resolution sparker lines,
including eight complete transects (figure 1), exhibit the vari-
ability of basin morphology. North of Bridgeman Island, the
basin in a graben-like trough reaching depths of more than
2,250 meters; no coherent spreading center has been identified.
Between Bridgeman and Deception Islands, the back-arc
spreading center is defined by a relatively continous chain of
seamounts which rise more than 500 meters above the basin
floor (figure 2, panel a). The spreading ridge is identified on 3 of
our 4 crossings of the central basin, and on two other recently
published single-channel (Barker 1986) and multi-channel
(Guterch et al. 1985) seismic lines. South of Deception Island,
the spreading center is absent; here the graben-like basin (fig-
ure 2, panel b) is intersected by a major northwest trending
strike-slip basin (figure 2, panel c) associated with the Hero
Fracture Zone. High-angle faults bounding this feature are visi-
ble in seismic profiles.

The morphology of the shelves both on the northern and
southern margins of the central basin displays marked van-

sediment gravity flow processes to fan aprons on the edges of
the axial trough. It has not yet been determined to what degree
this mode of sediment despersal depends on sedimentation
rates and to what extent it is controlled by differences in struc-
tural relief. Variations in structural style may reflect small-scale
segmentation of the basin.

The outlets of bays in the South Shetland Islands, perhaps cut
along structural features by glaciers and/or meltwater, serve to
channelize sediment flow from the arc to the basin. Small sub-
marine fans are present where they empty into the deep basin.
Future piston coring of outcrop on the steep walls of these
canyons and similar features on the Trinity Peninsula margin
may provide the opportunity to sample older sequences with-
out drilling.

The deep axial trough is presently being filled with di-
atomaceous muds and oozes interbedded with volcaniclastics.
These parallel-laminated units are identified easily on seismic
records; total thickness typically exceeds 500 meters. Vol-
caniclastic aprons flank some of the seamounts of the spreading
ridge. One piston core taken during the 1985-1986 austral sum-
mer penetrated fresh besalt on a seamount.

There are several significant differences between sedimenta-
tion in the Branfield Strait, and sedimentation in other back-arc
basins (Carey and Sigurdsson 1984; Karig and Moore 1975). The
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Figure 2. Uninterpreted line drawings of the austral summer 1985-1986 4.6 kilojouie sparker profiles from the Bransfieid Strait region. (a) Line
Sli, crossing main basin and spreading ridge. (b) Line S19, crossing deep trough south of the Hero Fracture Zone; note rugged shelf
topography and absence of spreading ridge. (c) Line S18, crossing the southern extension of the Hero Fracture Zone.

ability. Where structural relief is high and sedimentation rates
are low, rugged bottom topography mimics underlying struc-
ture; arc- and continent-derived sediments are dammed behind
bathymetric highs and dispersal is inhibited. Elsewhere, base-
ment topography has been infilled by sediments, and reworked
shelf sediments are more readily transported downslope by
South Shetland arc is currently inactive. All volcaniclastics are
derived from the spreading center and the several off-axis vol-
canic sources; only epiclastic material is derived from the arc.
Biogenic material is predominantly siliceous; in lower latitudes,
biogenic silica is an important sedimentary component only in
old back-arc basins which have subdivided below the calcite
compensation depth. In addition, glacial processes have af-
fected sedimentation, especially by carving deep canyons into
the shelves. However, poorly sorted terrigenous glacial-marine
sediments are scarce.

Work in the upcoming season (Polar Duke cruise 1985-1986)
will focus on resolving deeper structure and identifying deeper
sedimentary sequences. Water guns will be used to increase
acoustic penetration, and judicious selection of coring sites
should allow sampling of ancient sequences where they are
exposed or nearly exposed at the seafloor. Our ultimate goal is to
interpret the seismic stratigraphy of the Bransfield Strait to

understand better the tectonic and climatic controls on its de-
velopment as a sedimentary basin.

This research was supported by National Science Foundation
grant DPP 85- 16908.
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